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Abstract
Person re-identification (Re-ID) across multiple datasets
is a challenging yet important task due to the possibly large
distinctions between different datasets and the lack of la-
beled training samples in practical applications. This work
proposes a novel unsupervised domain adaption framework
which transfers the discriminative representations from the
labeled source domain (dataset) to the unlabeled target do-
main (dataset). Given the feature map of any image from
a backbone network, a novel domain adaptive attention
model (DAAM) is proposed to separate the feature map
into the domain-shared feature (DSH) map and the domain-
specific (DSP) feature map simultaneously. The former is
transferable and used to help the Re-ID task in the tar-
get domain, while the later is modeled to alleviate negative
transfer caused by the domain divergence. Then, a DSH
branch and a DSP branch are introduced to the network
to learn these two feature maps respectively. In addition,
we propose to formulate the domain adaption task as an
one-class classification problem with a novel domain sim-
ilarity loss, and a novel person Re-ID loss is proposed to
take full use of unlabeled target data by estimating weak
labels and weighted cross-entropy loss. Extensive exper-
iments on the Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID bench-
marks demonstrate state-of-the-art performance of the pro-
posed method. Code will be released to facilitate further
studies on the unsupervised cross-domain person Re-ID
task.
1. Introduction
The task of person re-identification (Re-ID) is to match
people across non-overlapping camera views. It has become
———————
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Figure 1. Top: The labeled source dataset (DukeMTMC-reID) and
the unlabeled target dataset (Market-1501) are collected from dif-
ferent environments, where the illuminations and backgrounds are
widely different. Bottom: The mAP of the Re-ID model trained
on DukeMTMC-reID is high when tested on the same environ-
ment (Supervised Learning), while drops drastically when applied
to Market-1501 dataset directly (Direct transfer). In contrast, the
proposed method can transfer discriminative representations effec-
tively.
one of the most studied problems in video surveillance due
to its great potential for security and safety management ap-
plications. It is a challenging task because a person’s ap-
pearance often changes dramatically across camera views
caused by changes in body pose, view angle, occlusion and
illumination condition.
In order to address these issues, most existing per-
son Re-ID methods are designed on supervised learning
[45, 46, 28, 14, 47, 43, 44, 19] which aims to learn a dis-
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criminative representation from labeled data. Recently, ben-
efited from the success of deep learning [20, 6, 18], the su-
pervised learning based methods have obtained significant
performance improvement [35, 7]. However, these methods
require a large number of labeled data to train the Re-ID
model, which are limited in many real-world applications
[31]. In order to make person Re-ID method more scalable,
one solution is to utilize unlabeled data, which are abun-
dant in the context of Re-ID in a busy public space because
thousands of people pass by in each camera view every-
day. To employ Re-ID model in the unlabeled data, a nat-
ural method is to train the model from the existing labeled
source dataset collected from elsewhere, and then apply the
model directly on the current unlabeled target data. How-
ever, as shown in Fig. 1, since different datasets are often
collected from different environments with widely different
illuminations, backgrounds and image qualities, the perfor-
mance of Re-ID model trained from the source dataset often
drops drastically when applied in the target data.
To handle this challenge, we formulate person Re-ID
task as an unsupervised domain adaption problem (UDA)
[11, 15, 16, 26], where the existing labeled dataset and cur-
rent unlabeled dataset are modeled as source and target do-
mains, respectively. The source and target domains con-
tain the identical feature space with the same dimension but
totally different person identities (IDs), and the domain di-
vergence [3, 2] is caused by the differences of illuminations,
backgrounds and image qualities between two datasets. The
goal of UDA is to learn the discriminative representations
from the source domain which is adaptive to the target do-
main.
In order to achieve this goal, given a feature map of any
image from a backbone network, a novel domain adaptive
attention model (DAAM) is proposed to generate domain-
shared (DSH) feature map from the original feature map,
which is discriminative to different persons and robust to
different domains. The DSH feature map is transferred from
different domains and is used to help Re-ID task in the target
domain. In addition, to alleviate negative transfer caused by
domain divergence, the domain-specific (DSP) feature map
is modeled by the residual of the domain adaptive attention.
Then, a DSH branch and a DSP branch are introduced to the
network to learn DSH and DSP feature maps respectively:
1) For the DSH branch, we force to project the DSH fea-
ture maps from source domain and target domain to a new
nominal domain to reduce the domain divergence, and a
novel domain similarity loss is proposed based on one-class
classification [32, 34]. Synchronously, the DSH branch is
trained on the source domain by ordinary supervised person
Re-ID techniques [47] to make the DSH feature map dis-
criminative to different person IDs. In addition, to take full
use of the unlabeled target data, the clustering method is uti-
lized to approximate weak labels of target data, and a novel
person Re-ID loss is proposed to an unlabeled target domain
based on the approximated weak labels and weighted cross-
entropy loss. 2) For the DSP branch, a domain-specific loss
is introduced to ensure the DSP feature map is distinguish-
able to different domains, and the orthogonality loss [4] is
utilized to encourage the DSH and DSP feature maps sepa-
rable and complementary to each other. Although the DSP
feature map is useless for person Re-ID task in the target do-
main, it makes sure that the domain-specific information is
accounted for in the model rather than acting as a distracter
to corrupt the learned DSH feature map.
To sum up, the main technical contributions in the paper
are in three-fold as follows:
- A novel domain adaptive attention model is proposed
to automatically separate the feature map of an image to the
domain-shared feature map and the domain-specific feature
map simultaneously.
- A novel problem formulation of the domain adaption
task as one-class classification task is proposed with a do-
main similarity loss.
- A novel unsupervised person Re-ID loss is proposed to
the unlabeled target domain based on a clustering process
and the weighted cross-entropy loss.
Extensive experimental analyses and evaluations on the
Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID benchmarks demon-
strate the proposed method can achieve the state-of-the-
art performance. To facilitate further studies on the cross-
domain person re-identification task, the source code and
trained models of this work will be released.
2. Related Works
Person Re-ID has been one of the most studied prob-
lems due to its important application, and most of the exist-
ing works are designed based on supervised learning frame-
works [29, 19, 35, 39, 21, 5]. These methods require suffi-
cient labeled images across cameras to learn a discrimina-
tive representation or matching function. However, it is of-
ten difficult to label person Re-ID data in many real-world
applications, which severely limits the scalability of these
supervised learning based methods.
To solve the above scalability issue, a natural solution
is to utilize unsupervised domain adaption method which
aims to transfer useful Re-ID information from the la-
beled source domain (dataset) to unlabeled target domain
(dataset). However, most of existing unsupervised domain
adaptation methods [38, 25, 26, 12, 36, 4, 37] are designed
to the cases where the source and target domains have
the same recognition tasks (i.e. having the same set of
classes), which is invalid to person Re-ID problem as dif-
ferent datasets contain totally different person identities.
In order to address the problem, a few of unsupervised
domain adaptation methods [27, 31, 40, 10, 23] are pro-
posed for person Re-ID recently. The model proposed in
[27] utilizes cross-domain ranking SVMs and UDML [31]
presents an asymmetric multi-task dictionary learning ap-
proach which attempts to transfer a view-invariant repre-
sentation from a labeled source dataset to an unlabeled tar-
get dataset. However, these methods are both designed by
hand-craft features and less effective than the proposed deep
model when a large number of training samples is available.
Wang et al. [40] introduce a transferable joint attribute-
identity deep learning to simultaneously learn an attribute-
semantic and identity discriminative feature representation
space which is transferrable to the target domain for Re-ID
tasks. The method requires additional attribute annotations.
PUL [10] generates weak labels for unlabeled target data by
iterative clustering, selecting samples and CNN fine tuning.
Different with PUL [10], we separate the feature map to the
domain-shared (DSH) feature map and the domain-specific
(DSP) feature map by the proposed domain adaptive atten-
tion model (DAAM), and the DSP feature map is modeled
to avoid negative transfer. ARN [23] extends the domain
separation network [4] for person Re-ID task which lever-
ages encoder to model domain-shared and domain-specific
features. Different with these two methods, our model pro-
poses the DAAM to separate feature map which is more
direct than the learned encoder. In addition, a domain sim-
ilarity loss based on one-class classification is proposed to
better reduce the domain divergence, and a novel person Re-
ID loss is proposed to take full use of unlabeled target data.
Besides, several methods employ GAN to transfer the style
of different domain person images [41, 8, 50, 24, 49]. The
proposed method does not contradict with those GAN based
methods. They aim to increase the cross-domain training
samples with style transfer methods, while our goal is to
make make better use of existing samples. Furthermore,
their generated images can also be used in our method as
training samples.
3. Methodology
Suppose there are two types of training data including: a
labeled source datasetDs = {xsi , ysi }Nsi=1 1 and an unlabeled
target dataset Dt = {xti}Nti=1, where xsi and xti are pedes-
trian images from the source and target datasets respec-
tively. The person ID of each image is only available in the
source training data and denoted by ysi ∈ {1, 2, ..., N ids}.
The source and target datasets are collected from differ-
ent environments and contain totally different person iden-
tities (IDs). To transfer dataset-shared discriminative rep-
resentations from the source dataset to the target dataset,
the source and target datasets are represented by source
and target domains respectively, and person Re-ID task is
formulated as an unsupervised domain adaptation problem
[11, 15, 16, 26], where source and target domains contain
the identical feature space with the same dimension but to-
1 The proposed method can be easily extended to multiple source datasets.
More details of multi-source domain adaptation are shown in the supple-
mental material.
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Figure 2. Diagram of domain adaptive attention module. Spatial
attention aims to learn domain-shared regions and channel atten-
tion aims to pay more attention to the domain-shared kernels.
tally different person identities. To resolve this problem, as
is shown in Fig.3, a novel deep network is designed which
consists of four modules: a backbone network, a domain
adaptive attention module, a domain-shared branch and a
domain-specific branch. ResNet-50 is chosen as our back-
bone network which is same to most state-of-arts person
Re-ID methods [35, 40, 23, 10, 19]. Given any image x, the
output of the backbone network is the corresponding feature
map Fx ∈ Rh×w×c where h, w and c are the height, width
and the number of channels, respectively. More details
of the domain adaptive attention module, domain-shared
branch and domain-specific branch are listed below.
3.1. Domain Adaptive Attention Module
The feature map Fx of any image x is naturally divided
into a domain-shared discriminative feature map F shx and a
domain-specific feature map F spx , that is
Fx = F
sh
x + F
sp
x . (1)
To make the model easy to learn, a domain-shared attention
map A(Fx) ∈ (0, 1)h×w×c is proposed to approximate F shx
and F spx by:
F shx = A(Fx)⊗ Fx, F spx = (1−A(Fx))⊗ Fx. (2)
where ⊗ means element-wise product. Inspired by [22],
A(Fx) is decomposed by the spatial attention S(Fx) ∈
(0, 1)h×w×1 and channel attention C(Fx) ∈ (0, 1)1×c as:
A(Fx) = S(Fx)× C(Fx). (3)
Therefore, a spatial attention module φs and a channel at-
tention module φc are proposed to learn S(Fx) and C(Fx)
respectively. They are highly complementary with high
compatibility to each other in functionality. The former
selects the domain-shared body regions, and the later pays
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Figure 3. The framework of the proposed method. The domain adaptive attention module separates the feature map into domain-shared
(DSH) and domain-specific feature maps simultaneously. Then, a DSH branch and a DSP branch are introduced to learn these two feature
maps respectively. The Re-ID loss and domain similarity loss are adopted to the DSH branch to make the DSH feature discriminative
to different persons and transferable to different domains. In contrary, the domain-specific loss is employed to make the DSP branch to
capture the domain distinguishable information to avoid to distract the DSH feature. Finally, the soft orthogonality constraint is introduced
to make these two parts complementary and separable.
more attention to domain-shared conventional kernels. The
structure of attention module is shown in Fig. 2.
Spatial Attention Module. The input of φs is the feature
map Fx, and the output is the spatial attention S(Fx). The
spatial attention is produced by exploiting the inter-pixel
relationship of feature maps, and shared by all channels.
Hence, a global average-pooling operation is applied to all
channels, then a conv layer of 3 × 3 filter with stride 2 and
an upsampling layer are introduced to select spotlight based
on the spatial location. In order to effectively integrate with
channel information later, a conv layer of 1 × 1 is further
added to automatically learn an adaptive scale.
Channel Attention Module. The input of φc is the fea-
ture map Fx, and the output is the channel attention C(Fx).
The channel attention is produced by exploiting the inter-
channel relationship of feature maps, and irrelevant to pix-
els. Hence, the global average pooling (GAP) is applied to
all spatial and the latter process is performed as follows:
C(Fx) = ReLU(W1 ×ReLU(W0(GAP (Fx)))), (4)
whereW0 ∈ R cr×c andW1 ∈ Rc× cr are the transformation
matrices respectively, and r is the reduction ratio.
3.2. Domain-Shared Branch
Given F shx of any image x, the domain-shared (DSH)
branch is designed to extract feature representations which
are applied for the person Re-ID task at the target domain.
Specifically, a Global Average Pooling (GAP) operation, a
2048×256 fully connected (FC) layer, a Batch Normalized
(BC) layer and a ReLU active function are employed se-
quentially to project F shx to a 256-dimensional feature vec-
tor fshx . To make f
sh
x transferable to different domains and
discriminative to different persons, two types of loss func-
tions, including the domain similarity loss and person Re-
ID loss, are introduced respectively.
Domain Similarity Loss. To make fshx transferable to dif-
ferent domains, a natural method is to make the distribu-
tions of fshx in source domain are similar in target domain.
To reduce domain divergence, the images from the source
domain and the target domain are forced to project into a
unified new nominal domain, and it can be formulated as
a one-class classification (OCC) problem [9]. Therefore,
a novel domain similarity loss is proposed based on OCC.
Specifically, a 256×1 FC layer and a sigmoid activate func-
tion are employed sequentially to fshx to predict the proba-
bility po(x) of that whether image x belongs to the new
GRL OCC
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Figure 4. The implication of OCC. GRL attempts to confuse the
domain discriminator and OCC attempts to close the distribution.
nominal domain, and the domain similarity loss is:
LDS = −
(
Ns∑
i=1
log(po(xsi )) +
Nt∑
i=1
log(po(xti))
)
. (5)
Compared with the widely-used domain adaption method
[13] where a gradient reversal layer (GRL) is added to con-
fuse the domain discriminator, the proposed OCC loss at-
tempts to project fshx into one single nominal domain, and
the constraint is stronger. An intuitive example of the com-
parison is shown in Fig. 4. In addition, MMD [17] loss is
also proposed to map instances from the source domain and
target domain into a new data space, but it requires that the
source and target domain have identical classes, and it can
not be used for person Re-ID task directly where the source
and target domains contain totally different person IDs.
Person Re-ID Loss. For the labeled source dataset, the per-
son Re-ID loss is similar to the existing supervised learn-
ing methods. That is, consider every person ID as a class,
and person Re-ID task is formulated as a classification task.
Therefore, a 256 × N ids FC layer and a softmax activate
function are performed sequentially following fshx to out-
put the probabilities {pid(y|x)}Nidsy=1 of that the image x is
from person y. Then, the cross-entropy loss is adopted as:
LReIDs = −
(
Ns∑
i=1
log(pid(ysi |xsi ))
)
. (6)
Since the training data in the target domain is unlabeled,
the proposed Re-ID loss Eq. (6) cannot be directly applied
to the target dataset. To take full use of the unlabeled tar-
get dataset, we assume that images with more similar ap-
pearances are more likely from the same person. Follow-
ing this assumption, the clustering method k-means++ [1]
is adopted to generate weak labels for images from the tar-
get dataset. Specifically, the samples of target dataset are
clustered into K groups based on fshx , and the correspond-
ing group centers are {Ck}Kk=1 respectively. We assume that
the images in a unified group from same person, and then
each image xti is assigned to a weak label y˜
t
i ∈ {1, 2, ...,K}
by
y˜ti = arg min
k∈{1,2,...,K}
‖fshxti − Ck‖
2
2. (7)
Unlike the labeled data, y˜i is approximated and inaccurate.
Hence a weighted cross-entropy loss is proposed:
LReIDt = −
(
Nt∑
i=1
wi log(p
id(y˜ti |xti))
)
, (8)
where {pid(y˜|x)}Kk=1 is calculated by performing a 256×K
FC layer and a softmax function sequentially to fshx . The
sample weight wi is used to evaluate the confidence of that
xti is from person y˜
t
i . Generally speaking, the sample closer
to Ck should have a larger confidence, hence wi is defined
as a descending function of the distance between xti and the
corresponding group center Cy˜ti :
wi =
1
1 + e
‖fsh
xti
−Cy˜ti ‖
2
2
. (9)
3.3. Domain-Specific Branch
Similar to the DSH branch, the domain-specific (DSP)
branch adopts a GAP operation, a 2048 × 256 FC layer, a
BN layer and a ReLU active function sequentially to project
F spx to a 256-dimensional feature vector f
sp
x . The net-
work parameters of the DSP branch are independent to DSH
branch since they are designed to different tasks. To ensure
fspx domain-specific, f
sp
x should be distinguishable to dif-
ferent domains. Therefore, a domain classifier is introduced
which is composed of a 256 × 2 FC layer and a softmax
function, and it is used to predict the probabilities (ps(x)
and pt(x)) of that image x is from the source domain or the
target domain, respectively. The domain classifier should
predict the domain well, and the domain-specific loss is de-
fined as a cross-entropy loss:
LDSP = −
(
Ns∑
i=1
log(ps(xsi )) +
Nt∑
i=1
log(pt(xti))
)
. (10)
In addition, to ensure that fshx and f
sp
x are totally mutual
exclusive and independent, fshx and f
sp
x are encouraged to
have soft orthogonality constraints. This idea can assist the
model to learn more robust DSH features by further elimi-
nating DSP features for person Re-ID. The soft orthogonal
constraint loss [4] is written as follow:
Lorth =
(
Ns∑
i=1
fshxsi · f
sp
xsi
‖fshxsi ‖22‖f
sp
xsi
‖22
+
Nt∑
i=1
fshxti
· fsp
xti
‖fsh
xti
‖22‖fspxti ‖
2
2
)
.
(11)
where · means the inner product of two vectors.
4. Learning
The proposed network is optimized by minimizing
Eq. (5), Eq. (6), Eq. (8), Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) jointly. The
total loss function is defined as:
Ltotal = LDS + LReIDs + LReIDt + LDSP + Lorth.
(12)
In the learning procedure, we firstly pre-train the net-
work on the labeled source dataset in a supervised way
only using LReIDs . Then, {fshx }x∈Dt of target data are
extracted by the pre-trained model, and the weak labels
{y˜x}x∈Dt of the target data are estimated by performing
the clustering method to {fshx }x∈Dt , and sample weights
in Eq. (8) is calculated by Eq. (9) with {fshx }x∈Dt . Sec-
ondly, the whole network is updated by minimizing Ltotal
over both source and target datasets, and new {fshx }x∈Dt
are extracted. Then, the weak labels and sample weights
are updated by the new {fshx }x∈Dt , and we re-train the net-
work by updated weak labels and sample weights to enter
the next iteration. The iterations terminate when a stopping
criterion is met, and the number of iterations is typically <
10 in our experiments. Alg. 1 concludes the proposed learn-
ing method.
Algorithm 1: The proposed learning algorithm.
Input: Labeled source data Ds = {xsi , ysi }Nsi=1,
unlabeled target data Dt = {xti}Nti=1 and the
number of clusters K;
Output: The trained network parameters.
1 Pre-train the network on Ds by LReIDs .
2 for iter = 1, ..., Iteration do
3 Extract {fshx }x∈Dt .
4 Update {y˜i}Nti=1 by Eq. (7) and {Ck}Kk=1 by
kmeans++.
5 Compute sample weights according to Eq. (9).
6 Update the network by minimizing Eq. (12).
5. Experiment
5.1. Datasets
As same to [23, 10, 41, 8, 24], the experiments are con-
ducted on two widely used benchmark datasets including
Market-1501 [46] and DukeMTMC-reID [33]. Market-
1501 contains 32, 668 images of 1, 501 identities cap-
tured by 6 camera views. The pedestrians are cropped with
bounding-boxes predicted by DPM detector [30]. Follow-
ing the standard setting [46], the whole dataset is divided
into a training set containing 12, 936 images of 751 iden-
tities and a testing set containing 19, 732 images of 750
identities. DukeMTMC-reID consists of 36,411 images of
1,812 persons from 8 high-resolution cameras, where 1,404
people appear more than two cameras and other 408 people
images are regarded as distractors. 16,522 images of 702
persons are randomly selected from the dataset as the train-
ing set, and the remaining 702 persons are divided into the
testing set where contains 2,228 query images and 17,661
gallery images. The dataset split setting is same to [33].
In the experiments, there are two source-target setting:
(1)the source dataset is Market-1501 and the target dataset
Table 1. The comparative results where DukeMTMC-reID is set as
the source dataset and the target dataset is Market-1501. The best
results are in bold.
Methods DukeMTMC-reID→Market-1501mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10
UMDL [31] 12.4 34.5 52.6 59.6
PUL [10] 20.5 45.5 60.7 66.7
CAMEL [42] 26.3 54.5 - -
TJ-AIDL [40] 26.5 58.2 74.8 81.1
PTGAN [41] - 38.6 - 66.1
SPGAN [8] 26.7 57.7 75.8 82.4
HHL [49] 31.4 62.2 78.8 84.0
ARN [23] 39.4 70.3 80.4 86.3
Ours 53.1 77.8 89.9 93.7
is DukeMTMC-reID, (2) the source dataset is DukeMTMC-
reID, and the target dataset is Market-1501. The training
data in source and target datasets are supposed to be la-
beled and unlabeled respectively. The rank-1, rank-5, rank-
10 accuracy and mean Average Precision (mAP) [46] are
employed for person Re-ID evaluations. All the results are
achieved under the single-query model without Re-Ranking
[48] refinement for fair comparison.
5.2. Implementation Details
The parameters of ResNet-50 [18] are pre-trained on Im-
ageNet, and other network parameters are all initialized ran-
domly. The proposed method is implemented on Pytorch
and all images are resized to 384× 128. The stochastic gra-
dient descent with a momentum of 0.9 is adopted. At each
iteration of Alg. 1, the learning rate is set to 10−3 at be-
ginning, and decays to 10−4 and 10−5 after 20 epochs and
120 epochs respectively. The training at each iteration lasts
for 200 epochs. The clusters K and Iterations at Alg. 1
are set 650 and 7 for both Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-
reID datasets, and the influences of them are evaluated in
the experiments.
5.3. Comparative Results
The proposed work is compared with eight state-of-arts
unsupervised domain adaption person Re-ID methods un-
der same setting, including handcrafted feature based ap-
proach (UMDL [31]), GAN-based deep learning methods
(CAMEL [42],SPGAN [8], PTGAN [41] and HHL [49])
and other deep transfer learning approaches (PUL [10], TJ-
AIDL [40] and ARN [23]). The comparative results on
Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID are shown in Tabel 1
and Tabel 2, respectively.
As is shown in Tabel 1 and Tabel 2, we have following
key findings: (1) The proposed method outperforms UMDL
by a large margin, because the deep network model can
learn more discriminative representations than hand-crafted
Table 2. The comparative results where Market-1501 is set as the
source dataset and the target dataset is DukeMTMC-reID. The best
results are in bold.
Methods Market-1501→ DukeMTMC-reIDmAP Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10
UMDL [31] 7.3 18.5 31.4 37.6
PUL [10] 16.4 30.0 43.4 48.5
TJ-AIDL [40] 23.0 44.3 59.6 65.0
PTGAN [41] - 27.4 - 50.7
SPGAN [8] 26.2 46.4 62.3 68.0
HHL [49] 27.2 46.9 61.0 66.7
ARN [23] 33.4 60.2 73.9 79.5
Ours 48.8 71.3 82.4 86.3
features. (2) PUL also train the model iteratively on the un-
labeled dataset by weak labels. The proposed method can
obtain +32.3% (+41.3%) and +32.6% (+32.4%) improve-
ment in Rank-1 and mAP at Market-1501 (DukeMTMC-
reID) dataset, respectively. The reason is that the proposed
DAAM can extract more effective domain-shared feature
by domain adaptive attention module. (3) Compared with
GAN-based methods SPGAN, PTGAN and HHL, the pro-
posed method can achieve higher performance without gen-
erating new images. It indicates that the proposed method
can take full use of existing unlabeled data more effectively.
(4) The proposed method outperforms the second best
method ARN by +7.5% (+11.1%) in Rank-1 accuracy and
+13.7% (+15.4%) in mAP at Market-1501 (DukeMTMC-
reID) dataset, and our advantage is clear. The reason is
that the proposed method separates feature map to domain-
shared and domain-specific part, and it is more directly than
separating learned encoder used in ARN. In addition, the
proposed ReID loss can take better use of the target training
data.
5.4. Ablation Studies
Effectiveness of the network modules. A series of experi-
ments are conducted to validate the contribution of the pro-
posed model modules, and the results are shown in Table 3.
Firstly, compared with the direct transfer learning method,
the Rank-1 accuracy on market-1501 (DukeMTMC-reID)
gains +32.1% (+37.3%) improvements by introducing DSH
branch. It indicates that creating a shared representation
between the two domains is useful to improve generaliza-
tion ability of the model. When DSP branch is added , the
performances don’t have any improvement (even drop) be-
cause two branches with totally different tasks confuse the
feature map during learning. When independent attention
modules (IA) are designed for DSH and DSP branches re-
spectively, the improvement is limited because IA cannot
separate the feature map to DSH and DSP feature maps ef-
fectively. In contrast, the proposed DAAM exploits the mu-
Market-1501  DukeMTMC-reID
Figure 5. Effect of the number of iteration. The performances
are improved in early iterations, and converge after 5 iterations for
both datasets.
Market-1501  DukeMTMC-reID
Figure 6. Effect of the number of cluster on Re-ID accuracy. The
proposed method can outperform the second best method ARN at
all cases.
tual exclusion and complementarity of domain-shared and
domain-specific features by the residual attention. And the
result demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed model.
Finally, the used constraint loss Lorth can refine the results
furthermore.
Effectiveness of the proposed losses. To validate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed LDS loss in Eq. (5), two cases are
evaluated including: removeLDS directly (denoted by “w/o
LDS”), and replace LDS by GRL [13]. As shown in Tabel
4, the full model outperforms these two cases clearly, and
it indicates the proposed LDS is effective to unsupervised
cross-domain person Re-ID.
In addition, we replace the proposed weighted cross-
entropy loss in Eq. (8) by normal cross-entropy loss where
weights are all set to 1.0. The performances (denoted
as “LReIDt w/o weights”) are much poorer than the full
model. The reason is that the weal labels are approximated
and the proposed weights can represent the confidences of
each sample well. This is also the main difference between
the proposed method with other unsupervised person Re-ID
methods [10].
Influences of hyper-parameters. Here we evaluate the
influences of two main hyper-parameters including the
Iterations in Alg. 1 and the clusters K. Firstly, we evalu-
ate the learned model after Iterations = 1, 2, ..., 7 respec-
tively, and the evaluation results are shown in Fig. 5. As the
model becomes stronger in each iterations, and more reli-
Table 3. Ablation studies of the proposed model. IA denotes two individual attention modules are used to learn the domain-shared and
domain-specific part.
Methods DukeMTMC-reID→Market-1501 Market-1501→ DukeMTMC-reIDmAP Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10
direct transfer 17.5 42.3 59.5 67.1 14.5 29.3 45.4 52.0
DSH 48.6 74.4 86.6 90.8 45.2 66.6 78.3 82.3
DSH + DSP 48.5 74.7 87.6 90.7 45.3 66.9 78.7 82.2
DSH + DSP + IA 49.1 75.2 87.9 91.5 46.0 67.7 78.9 83.4
DSH + DSP + DAAM 52.1 76.8 89.1 92.7 48.2 70.2 81.3 85.4
DSH + DSP + DAAM + Orth 53.1 77.8 89.9 93.7 48.8 71.3 82.4 86.3
Table 4. Effect of the proposed losses. our domain similarity loss
LDS based on OCC and cross-entropy LReIDt based on weight.
Methods
DukeMTMC-reID Market-1501
→Market-1501 → DukeMTMC-reID
mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1
w/o LDS 50.8 74.1 46.2 67.9
GRL 52.4 75.9 47.7 69.8
LReIDt w/o weights 42.7 69.4 40.6 64.3
Ours (Full model) 53.1 77.8 48.8 71.3
Market-1501  DukeMTMC-reID
Figure 7. Visualisation of feature map. The first column is the
original images, the second column is the domain-shared feature
map and the third column is the domain-specific feature map. And
the warmer the color, the greater the weight.
able weak labels of target images are generated, the perfor-
mance is improved in early iterations. Finally, it converges
after 5 iterations for both datasets.
We also set the number of cluster as 300, 350,...,1000
respectively and the results are shown in Fig. 6, where the
performances of ARN are also listed as a reference. The
proposed method can outperform ARN at all test cases. In
addition, it yields the best result when K = 650 for both
datasets and it suggests K is robust to different datasets.
（a） Supervised Learning （b） Direct Transfer （c）The proposed Method 
Figure 8. Feature distributions visualized by t-SNE. (a) The
model trained on Market-1501 in the supervised way. (b) The
model trained on DukeMTMC-reID is directly transferred to
Market-1501. (c) We transfer the identity information from
DukeMTMC-reID to Market-1501 with our proposed Method.
5.5. Visualisation
First, the domain-shared and domain-specific feature
maps are visualized following [51]. As is shown in Fig. 7,
the domain-shared attention map pays more attention to the
body part of the pedestrian, and the residual attention map
of domain-specific branch reflects the background and other
factors. It demonstrates our DAAM effectively separate the
feature map to domain-shared and domain-specific parts.
Second, in order to observe the discrimination of learned
features, we visualize the data distribution of features on
Market-1501 learned by supervised learning, direct transfer
learning and our method respectively. As shown in Fig. 8
, our model is better than directly transfer which can well
separate different identities and the classification result is
very close to supervised classification.
6. Conclusion
In the paper, we have proposed a novel unsupervised
cross-domain transfer learning network architecture for Re-
ID task. It differs significantly from existing methods in
that it can transfer knowledge from the labeled dataset to
unlabeled dataset by jointly modelling the domain-shared
and domain-specific features. Extensive experiments on
Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets have demon-
strated the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed
model.
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